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Standard Flavours 25

Shisha Lounge Policy

Proof of age is required.

Shisha sharing is 1 between 2 people with drinks.

In order to meet great demand during busy periods,
customers are limited to a 90 minute stay.

Any customers behaving in an aggressive manner will be
immediately asked to leave and barred!

Some flavours contain Tobacco.

Please note, NO re-heads on weekends.

Berry Cherry

Coconut

Double Apple Grape

Guava

Kiwi

Lemon

Melon

Mint

Orange

Peach

Pineapple

Pomegranate

Strawberry

Vanilla

Watermelon

Cocktail

Frozen Grapefruit
A cool grapefruit flavour

Mayfair
The English rose of flavours with a dash of

lemon and orange

Picasso
A mixture of white and red jelly babies, with

a slight undertone of pineapple

Citrus Berry
A taste of ripe and sweet citrus fruits with a

delicate touch of black mint

Frozen Smurf Berries
A blend of raw British wild berries, a very

sweet and intense taste

27.5

Step 1
pick your flavour Exclusive Flavours 27.5

Blue Mist
Very sweet blueberry flavour with a hint of mint 

that comes out in the aftertaste.

Red Berry Slush
A flavour that will take you on 
a journey down memory lane

Paan
Tasty, sweet, cool and

refreshing. For Paan lovers!

Strawberry Lemonade
An irresistible &

fresh flavour

Frozen Raspberry
A cool breeze taste of 
raspberry goodness

Citrus Fizz
A fantastic citrus tingle
like no other. A must tr y!

Cranberry Sour
A mouth-watering sweet

ocean spray!

Frozen Apple
Delicious apple flavour will 
leave you wanting more!

Vimto Classic
Juicy and tantalising just

like the drink!

Blue Lemonade
An irresistible blend of

3 special berries

Green Gummy Bears
A must tr y for all sweet

gummy lovers

Skittles
Taste the rainbow in a Shisha!

Frozen Blueberry
A deep cool Blueberry Flavour

Frozen Pina Colada
A combination of frozen

juicy pineapple

Cuban Mojito
A classical renowned beverage 

ordered across the world

Fizzy Cola
Tastes just like the drink!

Lychee
Tastes just like the fruit!

Frozen Pineapple
Delicious pineapple flavour

with a hint of coolness

Irn Bru
Tastes exactly like the

Irn Bru Drink



Silicone Phunnel Head With Heat Management
No Additional Charge.

Step 2
pick your head

Khalil Mamoon Pipe
No Additional Charge.

+7.5Fruit-Head
Fruit Choices: Orange, Melon or Pineapple.

Starbuzz Pipe
Exclusive & Savacco Flavours No Additional Charge.

Standard Flavours +£2.5

Step 3
pick your shisha pipe

Shisha Lounge Policy

Proof of age is required.

Shisha sharing is 1 between 2 people with drinks.

In order to meet great demand during busy periods,
customers are limited to a 90 minute stay.

Any customers behaving in an aggressive manner will be
immediately asked to leave and barred!

Some flavours contain Tobacco.

Please note, NO re-heads on weekends.
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+5.0Ice Pipe
Enjoy a cool smoke on those hot summer 

days with our ice pipe.

Disposable Hose
No Additional Charge

Step 4
pick your hose

Tamara Lounge Cloud Shisha

Starbuzz Carbine

Tamara Lounge
Special Shisha’s

60

60

LED aluminium shisha served with your flavour of choice 
in a heat management head.

Enjoy your flavour of choice on a Starbuzz Carbine LED Shisha. 
With a 360 degree rotating stem and heat management head. 

Shisha Lounge Policy

Proof of age is required.

Shisha sharing is 1 between 2 people with drinks.

In order to meet great demand during busy periods,
customers are limited to a 90 minute stay.

Any customers behaving in an aggressive manner will be
immediately asked to leave and barred!

Some flavours contain Tobacco.

Please note, NO re-heads on weekends.

Tamara Lounge Ultimate Shisha
100

Our secret cocktail of flavours in our aluminium Phunnel Bowl 
with Heat Management System, served on a Handmade 

Tamara Lounge Shisha.

(Enjoy a complimentary re-head with this Shisha!)

Belvedere Shisha
70

A customised Shisha made from a magnum Belvedere 
bottle, served in an ice bucket with your flavour of choice in 
an aluminium Phunnel Bowl with Heat Management head.

(Enjoy a complimentary re-head with this Shisha!)

Head Refill
Standard Flavours 15

Exclusive 20

Fruit-Head Standard Flavour 20

Fruit-Head Exclusive 25

Please note: Only the same flavour can be ordered
with Re-Head’s
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